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Animals monitor the outcome of their choice and
adjust subsequent choice behavior using the
outcome information. Together with the anterior
cingulate cortex (ACC), the lateral habenula (LHb)
has recently attracted attention for its crucial role in
monitoring negative outcome. To investigate their
contributions to subsequent behavioral adjustment,
we recorded single-unit activity from the LHb and
ACC in monkeys performing a reversal learning
task. The monkey was required to shift a previous
choice to the alternative if the choice had been
repeatedly unrewarded in past trials. We found that
ACC neurons stored outcome information from
several past trials, whereas LHb neurons detected
the ongoing negative outcomewith shorter latencies.
ACC neurons, but not LHb neurons, signaled a
behavioral shift in the next trial. Our findings sug-
gest that, although both the LHb and the ACC re-
present signals associated with negative outcome,
these structures contribute to subsequent behav-
ioral adjustment in different ways.
INTRODUCTION
To choose an appropriate action, animals monitor the outcome
of their choice and adjust subsequent choice behavior using
the outcome information. Previous studies have identified a
number of brain structures that participate in outcome moni-
toring (Amiez et al., 2005; Hayden et al., 2008; Hollerman and
Schultz, 1998; Holroyd et al., 2004; Lau and Glimcher, 2007;
O’Doherty et al., 2001; Quilodran et al., 2008; Schoenbaum
et al., 1998; Schoenbaum and Setlow, 2003; Stuphorn et al.,
2000; Ullsperger and von Cramon, 2003; Wirth et al., 2009).
These structures could be responsible for subsequent behav-
ioral adjustment by signaling outcome information, although792 Neuron 88, 792–804, November 18, 2015 ª2015 Elsevier Inc.whether and how they cooperate to achieve adjustment remain
to be determined.
Above all, it is generally accepted that the anterior cingulate
cortex (ACC) plays important roles in monitoring and adjust-
ment. Human event-related potential (ERP) and functional
magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) studies have shown that
the ACC is activated when subjects receive negative feedback
following inappropriate behavioral response (Carter et al.,
1998; Gehring and Willoughby, 2002; Kiehl et al., 2000). Electro-
physiological studies in awake animals have also reported that
neurons in the ACC are activated by negative outcomes such
as reward omission (Ito et al., 2003; Matsumoto et al., 2007;
Niki and Watanabe, 1979; Quilodran et al., 2008). Since its affer-
ents and efferents are widely distributed in limbic and motor ter-
ritories of the brain (Dum and Strick, 1991; Kunishio and Haber,
1994; Morecraft and Van Hoesen, 1998; Pandya et al., 1981;
Vogt and Pandya, 1987), the ACC can function as an interface
between the reward and the motor systems (Paus, 2001).
Thus, the ACC is in a good position to integrate outcome infor-
mation and motor commands, and thereby to influence choice
behavior using information about past outcomes. Consistent
with this view, lesioning or inactivation of the ACC impairs the
ability of animals and humans to adjust choice behavior after
negative outcome experiences (Shima and Tanji, 1998; Williams
et al., 2004).
In a separate line of research, on the other hand, another brain
structure called the lateral habenula (LHb) has recently attracted
much attention for its crucial role in monitoring negative
outcome.Most neurons in the LHb are activated by negative out-
comes including reward omission, aversive stimulation, and the
cues predicting them (Gao et al., 1996; Matsumoto and Hiko-
saka, 2007, 2009a). The LHb signal is used to inhibit the activity
of midbrain dopamine neurons (Christoph et al., 1986; Ji and
Shepard, 2007; Matsumoto and Hikosaka, 2007), a center of
the brain’s reward system (Schultz, 1998), which in turn project
to the ACC (Miller et al., 2009; Williams and Goldman-Rakic,
1998). Since the LHb receives direct projections from the ACC
(Chiba et al., 2001), these two structures can communicate
with each other by their reciprocal relationship. It is therefore
possible that the LHb and ACC cooperate to monitor negative
Figure 1. Reversal Learning Task and
Behavioral Performance
(A) Unilateral-probabilistic reversal learning task.
(B) Choices and consequent outcomes during an
example session with monkey A. The monkey
chose the left or right target (column) in a given trial
(row). Droplet marks indicate rewarded trials,
whereas those with a red cross indicate unre-
warded trials. Gray rectangles indicate positions
associated with the reward with 50% probability.
(C) Change in the probability of choosing the
reward-associated target after the reversal of
reward-position contingency. Magenta and cyan
plots indicate data from monkeys A and E,
respectively.
(D) Shift probability after receiving the reward or no
reward in the last trial. Double asterisks indicate a
significant difference (p < 0.01, Wilcoxon signed-
rank test).
(E) Shift probability after choosing the same target
was repeatedly unrewarded in past trials.
Error bars indicate SEM. See also Figure S1.outcome and adjust subsequent choice behavior. Indeed, using
optogenetic and pharmacological techniques, Lammel et al.
(2012) reported that manipulation of signals transmitted from
the LHb to the medial prefrontal cortex via dopamine neurons
alters an avoidance behavior in rodents. However, despite
recent advances in understanding the function of the LHb-ACC
network, little is known about what signals are shared and
what roles are divided between the two structures.
In order to investigate the roles of the LHb and ACC in behav-
ioral adjustment, we recorded their single-unit activities in
monkeys performing a reversal learning task. The monkey was
required to store information about negative outcomes in several
past trials and needed to use that information to adjust choice
behavior. We found that the role of the LHb is more oriented to
quickly detect the negative outcome in the ongoing trial, while
the ACC plays more crucial roles in storing information about
past negative experiences and in signaling behavioral adjust-
ment in the next choice trial.
RESULTS
Reversal Learning Task and Behavioral Performance
We trained twomonkeys (monkeys A and E) to perform a reversal
learning task (Figure 1A). Each trial started with the presentation
of a fixation point. While the monkey was fixating the point, two
saccadic targets were presented on both the left and right sides
of the point. The monkey was required to choose one of the
targets with a saccade. Choosing one target was followed by a
liquid reward with 50% probability, while choosing the other
was followed by no reward. The reward-position contingencyNeuron 88, 792–804, Nwas fixed for a block of 20–40 trials and
then reversed for the next block without
any instruction. Themonkey had to adjust
choice behavior to maximize reward gain
by trial and error. Since the occurrence of
the reward was probabilistic only for onetarget (and not for the other), we referred to this task as a unilat-
eral-probabilistic reversal learning task.
Themonkey’s choice behavior was influenced by outcome ex-
periences in several past trials. Figure 1B shows choices and
consequent outcomes during an example session with monkey
A. Since the reward was delivered in the probabilistic manner,
the monkey often failed to obtain it even by choosing a target
that was associated with the reward. The monkey tended to
continue choosing the same target (i.e., ‘‘stay’’ in Figure 1B)
once the choice had been rewarded in a past trial. If choosing
the same target had been repeatedly unrewarded in past trials,
the monkey tended to change the choice to the alternative (i.e.,
‘‘shift’’ in Figure 1B). Thus, themonkey decided to stay (choosing
the same target) or to shift (choosing the alternative) based on
outcome experiences in several past trials. On average, the
two monkeys quickly adjusted choice behavior to choose a
target that was associated with 50% reward gain (Figure 1C).
To statistically analyze the effect of the outcomes on choice
behavior, we first calculated the probability that the monkeys
shifted a previous choice to the alternative after receiving the
reward or no reward in the last trial (Figure 1D). The monkeys
rarely shifted a previous choice if the choice was followed by
the reward (0.1% for monkey A and 2.0% for monkey E),
whereas they shifted more often if the choice was followed by
no reward. However, the shift probability was only 18.0% for
monkey A and 22.3% for monkey E even after receiving no
reward in the last trial. Instead, the probability was gradually
increased as choosing the same target was repeatedly unre-
warded in past trials (correlation between the shift probability
and the number of no-reward repetitions; monkey A, r = 0.33,ovember 18, 2015 ª2015 Elsevier Inc. 793
Figure 2. Responses of LHb and ACCNeurons to Positive andNega-
tive Outcomes
(A) Activity of example neurons recorded in the LHb (left) and ACC (right).
Rasters and peristimulus time histograms (PSTHs) are aligned by outcome
onset. Rewarded and unrewarded trials are indicated by blue and red,
respectively. sp, spikes.
(B) Proportions of negative-outcome-type neurons (red), positive-outcome-
type neurons (blue), and neurons with no significant modulation by the out-
comes (n.s.; gray) in the LHb (left) and ACC (right).
(C) Top: outcome-dependentmodulation of the activity of all recorded neurons
in the LHb (left; n = 62) and ACC (right; n = 359). Themodulation of each neuron
is presented as a row of pixels. The color of each pixel indicates the magnitude
of the modulation, which is expressed as an ROC value discriminating the
discharge rate between rewarded and unrewarded trials. The ROC value was
calculated by a 200-ms test window sliding with a 10-ms step. Warm colors
(ROC >0.5) indicate higher discharge rates in unrewarded trials, whereas cool
794 Neuron 88, 792–804, November 18, 2015 ª2015 Elsevier Inc.p < 0.01; monkey E, r = 0.42, p < 0.01) (Figure 1E). This suggests
that the monkeys decided to shift a previous choice to the alter-
native by accumulating negative outcome experiences in several
past trials.
Responses of LHb and ACC Neurons to Positive and
Negative Outcomes
While the monkeys were performing the reversal learning task,
we recorded single-unit activity from 62 LHb neurons (41 in
monkey A and 21 in monkey E) and 359 ACC neurons (256 in
monkey A and 103 in monkey E) (see Figure S1 for histology).
As reported in previous studies (Ito et al., 2003; Matsumoto
and Hikosaka, 2007, 2009a; Matsumoto et al., 2007; Niki and
Watanabe, 1979; Quilodran et al., 2008; Williams et al., 2004),
we found that many of the recorded neurons in both structures
were strongly activated by the no-reward outcome (see Fig-
ure 2A for example neurons recorded in the LHb and ACC).
We classified neurons showing a significantly stronger activa-
tion by the negative outcome (i.e., no reward) than by the pos-
itive outcome (i.e., reward) as ‘‘negative-outcome type,’’ and
neurons showing a significantly stronger activation by the pos-
itive outcome than by the negative outcome as ‘‘positive-
outcome type’’ (p < 0.05, Wilcoxon rank-sum test). In the
LHb, most of the 62 neurons (49/62, 79%) were classified as
the negative-outcome type, while only 4 neurons (6%) were
classified as the positive-outcome type (Figure 2B). In the
ACC, 98 of the 359 neurons (27%) were classified as the nega-
tive-outcome type, and 75 neurons (21%) were classified as the
positive-outcome type. The proportion of the negative- and
positive-outcome-type neurons was significantly different
from the chance level of 0.5 in the LHb (p < 0.01, binominal
test) but not in the ACC (p = 0.09, binominal test). These data
indicate that negative-outcome-type neurons were dominant
in the LHb and that both types of neurons were equally
observed in the ACC.
As a population, the outcome-dependent modulation was
phasic and time locked to outcome onset in the LHb, whereas
it was relatively tonic and not time locked in the ACC (Fig-
ure 2C). The modulation occurred with a significantly shorter
latency in the LHb than in the ACC (LHb: negative-outcome
type, mean ± SD 195.2 ± 104.6 ms; ACC: negative-outcome
type, mean ± SD 460.0 ± 256.2 ms; positive-outcome type,
mean ± SD 411.5 ± 217.7 ms; p < 0.01, Wilcoxon rank-
sum test), suggesting that LHb neurons more quickly detect the
outcome in the ongoing trial compared with ACC neurons. The
duration of the modulation, which was determined as the width
at the half-height of themodulation (see Experimental Procedures
for details), was significantly shorter in the LHb than in the ACC
(LHb: negative-outcome type, mean ± SD 423.0 ± 271.0 ms;
ACC: negative-outcome type, mean ± SD 868.4 ± 606.2 ms;
positive-outcome type, mean ± SD 827.9 ± 565.7 ms; p < 0.01,colors (ROC <0.5) indicate higher discharge rates in rewarded trials. Bottom:
mean ROC value of the negative- and positive-outcome-type neurons in
the LHb (left) and ACC (right). The ROC value of the positive-outcome-type
neurons was flipped at 0.5 before averaging. Gray areas indicate the periods
that were used to analyze the outcome evoked responses of LHb and ACC
neurons.
Wilcoxon rank-sum test). These data indicate that the outcome-
dependent modulations of LHb and ACC neurons have different
temporal features.
Effect of Past OutcomeonNo-Reward EvokedResponse
We observed that the monkeys shifted their choice after re-
ceiving no reward (Figure 1D). Since we aimed to identify the
neuronal signals that regulate the behavioral adjustment induced
by the negative outcome, we focused on the responses of LHb
and ACC neurons evoked by the negative outcome in the
following analyses.
In our task, the monkeys decided to shift the current choice to
the alternative in the next trial based not only on the negative
outcome in the ongoing trial but also on outcome experiences
in past trials (Figure 1E). To investigate the neural basis of the
behavioral adjustment, we next examined the effect of past
outcome experiences on neuronal activity. We first analyzed
the effect of a single past outcome that had been obtained in
the previous trial (Figure 3).
Figure 3A presents the no-reward evoked responses of three
example neurons that were classified as the negative-outcome
type in the LHb and the negative- and positive-outcome types
in the ACC (we excluded the positive-outcome type in the LHb
from the following analyses because this type constituted a
very small population). The negative-outcome LHb neuron did
not change its response to the current negative outcome depen-
dent on whether the monkey had obtained the reward (past-re-
warded condition) or no reward (past-unrewarded condition) in
the previous trial. On the other hand, the negative-outcome
ACC neuron showed a stronger no-reward evoked response in
the past-unrewarded condition, whereas the positive-outcome
ACC neuron exhibited a stronger response in the past-rewarded
condition. It should be noted here that we analyzed the data in
which the monkey continued choosing the same target from
the previous to the current trials. Thus, the negative- and posi-
tive-outcome ACC neurons increased or decreased their no-
reward evoked responses, respectively, if choosing the same
target had been unrewarded in the previous trial.
To quantify the effect of a single past outcome on the no-
reward evoked response for each neuron, we calculated the
receiver operating characteristic (ROC) value for discriminating
the no-reward evoked response between the past-rewarded
and the past-unrewarded conditions (Figure 3B). In the LHb,
only a small proportion of the negative-outcome-type neurons
(5/49, 10%) exhibited a significant difference in the no-reward
evoked response between the two conditions (p < 0.05, Wil-
coxon rank-sum test). On the other hand, a larger proportion of
the ACC neurons (negative-outcome type, 25/98, 26%; posi-
tive-outcome type, 15/75, 20%) exhibited a significant difference
in the no-reward evoked response between the two conditions
(p < 0.05, Wilcoxon rank-sum test). The proportion of neurons
with a differential no-reward evoked response between the con-
ditions was significantly larger than expected by chance, calcu-
lated by Monte Carlo analysis, in the ACC (negative-outcome
type, p < 0.01; positive-outcome type, p < 0.01) but not in
the LHb (negative-outcome type, p = 0.18) (Figure 3C). More-
over, the proportion was significantly larger in the negative-
outcome ACC neurons than in the negative-outcome LHbneurons (p < 0.05, Fisher’s exact test), although the difference
failed to achieve a significant level between the positive-
outcome ACC neurons and the negative-outcome LHb neurons
(p = 0.21, Fisher’s exact test) (Figure 3C). On average, the ROC
value was not significantly different from 0.5 in either the LHb
(negative-outcome type, p = 0.24, Wilcoxon signed-rank test)
or the ACC (negative-outcome type, p = 0.14; positive-outcome
type, p = 0.20; Wilcoxon signed-rank test) (Figure 3B), indicating
that these neurons did not show a significant bias in the modula-
tion direction induced by the previous outcome.
Effect of Negative Outcome Repetition in Past Trials on
No-Reward Evoked Response
The above data suggest that, compared with the LHb, the ACC
(the negative-outcome type, especially) more consistently re-
tains the information about a single past outcome in the previous
trial. We next examinedwhether neuronal activity was influenced
by outcome experiences in several past trials. At the behavioral
level, the monkeys more frequently shifted their choice to the
alternative as choosing the same target was repeatedly unre-
warded in past trials (Figure 1E). Here we analyzed how neuronal
activity wasmodulated by the repetition of the negative outcome
(Figure 4).
Figure 4A presents the no-reward evoked responses of three
example neurons that were classified as the negative-outcome
type in the LHb and the negative- and positive-outcome types
in the ACC. Their activities are shown for trials before which
choosing the same target was unrewarded in one, two, three,
or four consecutive trials. The negative-outcome LHb neuron
did not change its response to the current negative outcome
dependent on the repetition of the negative outcome in past
trials. On the other hand, the negative-outcome ACC neuron
increased the response as choosing the same target was repeat-
edly unrewarded in past trials, whereas the positive-outcome
ACC neuron decreased the response. Thus, these ACC neu-
rons accumulated negative outcome experiences in opposite
directions.
To statistically analyze the relationship between neuronal
activity and no-reward repetition, we calculated the correlation
coefficient between the magnitude of the no-reward evoked
response and the number of no-reward repetitions (Figure 4B).
In the LHb, only a small proportion of the negative-outcome-
type neurons (5/49, 10%) exhibited a significant correlation
(p < 0.05). On the other hand, a larger proportion of the ACC neu-
rons (negative-outcome type, 27/98, 28%; positive-outcome
type, 12/75, 16%) exhibited a significant correlation (p < 0.05).
On average, the no-reward evoked responses of the neurons
with a significant positive or negative correlation gradually
increased or decreased, respectively, as choosing the same
target was repeatedly unrewarded in both the LHb and ACC (Fig-
ure 4C). The proportion of neurons with a significant correlation
was significantly larger than expected by chance, calculated
by Monte Carlo analysis, in the ACC (negative-outcome type,
p < 0.01; positive-outcome type, p < 0.01) but not in the LHb
(negative-outcome type, p = 0.24) (Figure 4D). Moreover, the
proportion was significantly larger in the negative-outcome
ACC neurons than in the negative-outcome LHb neurons (p <
0.05, Fisher’s exact test), although the difference failed toNeuron 88, 792–804, November 18, 2015 ª2015 Elsevier Inc. 795
Figure 3. Effect of a Single Past Outcome in
thePrevious Trial on theNo-Reward Evoked
Response
(A) Activity of three example neurons: negative-
outcome type in the LHb (left), negative-outcome
type in the ACC (middle), and positive-outcome
type in the ACC (right). Rasters and PSTHs
are aligned by the onset of the negative outcome
and are shown for the past-rewarded condition
(brown) and past-unrewarded condition (purple).
(B) Distributions of the ROC values of negative-
outcome LHb neurons (n = 49; left), negative-
outcome ACC neurons (n = 98; middle), and
positive-outcome ACC neurons (n = 75; right) for
discriminating their no-reward evoked responses
between the past-rewarded and past-unrewarded
conditions. ROC values more than 0.5 indicate
higher discharge rates in the past-unrewarded
condition. Black bars indicate neurons showing a
significant difference in their no-reward evoked
responses between the two conditions (p < 0.05,
Wilcoxon rank-sum test). Arrowheads indicate
mean ROC values. n.s., no significant deviation
from 0.5 (p > 0.05, Wilcoxon signed-rank test).
(C) Percentage of neurons showing a significant
difference in their no-reward evoked responses
between the past-rewarded and past-unrewarded
conditions (p < 0.05, Wilcoxon rank-sum test).
Dotted lines indicate chance level calculated by
Monte Carlo analysis. Double asterisks above bars
indicate a significantly larger proportion than the
chance level (p < 0.01). A single asterisk between
bars indicates a significant difference between the
proportions (p < 0.05, Fisher’s exact test).achieve a significant level between the positive-outcome ACC
neurons and the negative-outcome LHb neurons (p = 0.43,
Fisher’s exact test) (Figure 4D). These data suggest that,
compared with the LHb, the negative-outcome-type neurons in
the ACC more largely contribute to the accumulation of negative
outcome experiences in past trials. On average, the correlation
coefficient was not significantly different from 0 in either the
LHb (negative-outcome type, p = 0.93, Wilcoxon signed-rank
test) or the ACC (negative-outcome type, p = 0.10; positive-
outcome type, p = 0.10; Wilcoxon signed-rank test) (Figure 4B),
indicating that these neurons did not show a significant bias in
the modulation direction induced by the repetition of the nega-
tive outcome in past trials.
No-Reward Evoked Response Predicts Subsequent
Choice Behavior
We found that ACC neurons, especially the negative-outcome
type, more consistently accumulated the effect of negative
outcome experiences on their no-reward evoked responses
(Figure 4), and that this accumulation effect seemed parallel to
the behavioral shift from the previous choice to the alternative
(see Figures 1E and 4C). We next tested the hypothesis that
the neuronal activity accumulating negative outcome experi-
ences triggered the behavioral shift. We examined whether the
no-reward-related activity predicted that the monkey would shift
the current choice to the alternative (next shift) or stay with the
current choice in the next trial (next stay) (Figure 5).796 Neuron 88, 792–804, November 18, 2015 ª2015 Elsevier Inc.Figure 5A presents the no-reward evoked responses of three
example neurons that were classified as the negative-outcome
type in the LHb and the negative- and positive-outcome types
in the ACC. The negative-outcome LHb neuron did not show a
clear modulation reflecting the choice behavior in the next trial.
On the other hand, the negative-outcome ACC neuron increased
its activity in next-shift trials compared with next-stay trials,
whereas the positive-outcome ACC neuron decreased its activ-
ity in next-shift trials. Thus, these ACC neurons signaled the
occurrence of the behavioral shift in the next trial in the opposite
directions.
To quantify how neuronal activity predicted the choice
behavior in the next trial, we calculated the ROC value for
discriminating the no-reward evoked response between next-
shift and next-stay trials for each neuron (Figure 5B). In the
LHb, only a small proportion of the negative-outcome-type
neurons (3/49, 6%) exhibited a significant difference in the
no-reward evoked response between next-shift and next-stay
trials (p < 0.05, Wilcoxon rank-sum test). On the other hand,
a larger proportion of the ACC neurons (negative-outcome
type, 20/98, 20%; positive-outcome type, 9/75, 12%) exhibited
a significant difference in the no-reward evoked response be-
tween these trials (p < 0.05, Wilcoxon rank-sum test). The pro-
portion of neurons with a differential no-reward evoked
response between the trials was significantly larger than ex-
pected by change, calculated by Monte Carlo analysis, in
the ACC (negative-outcome type, p < 0.01; positive-outcome
Figure 4. Effect of Negative Outcome Repetition in Past Trials on the No-Reward Evoked Response
(A) Activity of three example neurons: negative-outcome type in the LHb (left), negative-outcome type in the ACC (middle), and positive-outcome type in the ACC
(right). PSTHs are aligned by the onset of the negative outcome and are shown for the activity after choosing the same target was unrewarded in one (gray), two
(yellow), three (orange), and four (red) consecutive trials.
(B) Distributions of correlation coefficients between the magnitude of the no-reward evoked response and the number of no-reward repetitions for negative-
outcome LHb neurons (n = 49; left), negative-outcome ACC neurons (n = 98; middle), and positive-outcome ACC neurons (n = 75; right). Black bars indicate
neurons showing a significant correlation (p < 0.05). Arrowheads indicate mean correlation coefficients. n.s., no significant deviation from 0 (p > 0.05, Wilcoxon
signed-rank test).
(C) Averagedmagnitudes of normalized (z-scored) no-reward evoked responses of neurons with a significant positive (top) and negative correlation (bottom) (p <
0.05) plotted against the number of no-reward repetitions. Light gray, negative-outcome LHb neurons (top, n = 2; bottom n = 3). Black, negative-outcome ACC
neurons (top, n = 17; bottom, n = 10). Dark gray, positive-outcome ACC neurons (top, n = 4; bottom, n = 8). Error bars indicate SEM.
(D) Percentage of neurons showing a significant correlation (p < 0.05). Dotted lines indicate chance level calculated by Monte Carlo analysis. Double asterisks
above bars indicate a significantly larger proportion than the chance level (p < 0.01). A single asterisk between bars indicates a significant difference between the
proportions (p < 0.05, Fisher’s exact test).type, p < 0.05) but not in the LHb (negative-outcome type,
p = 0.83) (Figure 5C). Moreover, the proportion was significantly
larger in the negative-outcome ACC neurons than in the nega-
tive-outcome LHb neurons (p < 0.05, Fisher’s exact test),
although the difference failed to achieve a significant level be-
tween the positive-outcome ACC neurons and the negative-
outcome LHb neurons (p = 0.36, Fisher’s exact test) (Figure 5C).
These data suggest that the no-reward evoked response was
more strongly modulated in the ACC, especially in the nega-
tive-outcome type, depending on whether the monkey would
take a shift or a stay strategy in the next trial. On average,
the ROC value was not significantly different from 0.5 in either
the LHb (negative-outcome type, p = 0.59, Wilcoxon signed-
rank test) or the ACC (negative-outcome type, p = 0.62;
positive-outcome type, p = 1.00; Wilcoxon signed-rank test)
(Figure 5B), indicating that these neurons did not show a signif-icant bias in the modulation direction predicting the choice
behavior in the next trial.
Past Outcome Experience and Subsequent Choice
Behavior Individually Influence Neuronal Activity
We have so far separately analyzed the effects of past outcome
experiences and subsequent choice behavior on neuronal activ-
ity. However, the monkeys were more likely to shift a previous
choice to the alternative if the choice had been repeatedly unre-
warded in past trials, indicating that past outcome experiences
influenced subsequent choice behavior and therefore these
two factors were not independent. Thus, the effect of one factor
(e.g., subsequent choice behavior) on neuronal activity may be
accounted for by the effect of the other factor (e.g., past
outcome experiences). Contrary to this assumption, we found
that past outcome experiences and subsequent choice behaviorNeuron 88, 792–804, November 18, 2015 ª2015 Elsevier Inc. 797
Figure 5. Effect of Subsequent Choice
Behavior on the No-Reward Evoked
Response
(A) Activity of three example neurons: negative-
outcome type in the LHb (left), negative-outcome
type in the ACC (middle), and positive-outcome
type in the ACC (right). Rasters and PSTHs are
aligned by the onset of the negative outcome and
are shown for next-shift trials (orange) and next-
stay trials (green).
(B) Distributions of the ROC values of negative-
outcome LHb neurons (n = 49; left), negative-
outcome ACC neurons (n = 98; middle), and pos-
itive-outcome ACC neurons (n = 75; right) for
discriminating their no-reward evoked responses
between next-shift and next-stay trials. ROC
values more than 0.5 indicate higher discharge
rates in next-shift trials. Black bars indicate neu-
rons showing a significant difference in their no-
reward evoked response between the trials (p <
0.05, Wilcoxon rank-sum test). Arrowheads indi-
cate mean ROC values. n.s., no significant devia-
tion from 0.5 (p > 0.05, Wilcoxon signed-rank test).
(C) Percentage of neurons showing a significant
difference in their no-reward evoked responses
between next-shift and next-stay trials (p < 0.05,
Wilcoxon rank-sum test). Dotted lines indicate
chance level calculated by Monte Carlo analysis.
Double and single asterisks above bars indicate a
significantly larger proportion than the chance level
(p < 0.01 and 0.05, respectively). A single asterisk
between bars indicates a significant difference be-
tween theproportions (p<0.05, Fisher’s exact test).did not necessarily influence neuronal activity in the same
fashion; some neurons showed only the effect of past outcome
experiences, whereas other neurons showed only the effect of
subsequent choice behavior (see Figures 6A and 6B for ACC
neuron examples that were classified as the negative-outcome
type).
In order to systematically evaluate the effects of each factor at
the single-neuron level, we conducted multiple linear regression
analysis that provides the regression coefficients of the effects of
past outcome experiences and subsequent choice behavior (see
Experimental Procedures for details). We compared the coeffi-
cients of a single past outcome in the previous trial and choice
behavior in the next trial (Figure 6C). In the LHb, 6 of the 49 nega-
tive-outcome-type neurons showed a significant coefficient for
either the past outcome or the choice behavior (p < 0.05) but
none of them showed significance for both. In the ACC, 31 of
the 98 negative-outcome-type neurons and 15 of the 75 posi-
tive-outcome-type neurons showed a significant coefficient for
either one (p < 0.05) but only 2 of them (negative-outcome
type, 2/31; positive-outcome type, 0/15) exhibited significance
for both. Moreover, the absolute values of the coefficients of
the past outcome and choice behavior were not significantly
correlated with each other in either the LHb (negative-outcome
type, r = 0.05, p = 0.73) or the ACC (negative-outcome type,
r = 0.03, p = 0.75; positive-outcome type, r = 0.11, p =
0.35), indicating that the magnitudes of the effects of the past
outcome and choice behavior on neuronal activity were indepen-
dent across neurons. The coefficients themselves (i.e., nonabso-798 Neuron 88, 792–804, November 18, 2015 ª2015 Elsevier Inc.lute coefficients) were also insignificantly correlated with each
other (LHb: negative-outcome type, r = 0.28, p = 0.051; ACC:
negative-outcome type, r = 0.07, p = 0.52; positive-outcome
type, r =0.07, p = 0.56). These data suggest that past outcome
experiences and subsequent choice behavior were not neces-
sarily represented by the same subgroup of neurons.
Comparison between the Dorsal and Ventral Banks of
the Anterior Cingulate Sulcus
The above observation may imply that different subgroups of
ACC neurons are involved in accumulating past outcome expe-
riences and adjusting subsequent choice behavior. In particular,
since the ACC is subdivided into the dorsal and ventral banks of
the anterior cingulate sulcus (dorsal and ventral ACC, respec-
tively) that are structurally and functionally distinct (Bush et al.,
2000; Paus, 2001), neurons in each subdivision might contribute
to either accumulating past outcome experiences or adjusting
subsequent choice behavior. To test this possibility, we next re-
analyzed our ACC dataset separately for dorsal (n = 216) and
ventral ACC neurons (n = 143) (Figure 7).
We first compared the proportion of negative- and positive-
outcome-type neurons in the dorsal and ventral ACC (see
Responses of LHb and ACC Neurons to Positive and Negative
Outcomes for details of the analysis) (Figure 7A). The proportion
was not significantly different between the two regions (dorsal
ACC: negative-outcome type, 66/216, 31%; positive-outcome
type, 46/216, 21%; ventral ACC: negative-outcome type, 32/
143, 22%; positive-outcome type, 29/143, 20%; p=0.43, Fisher’s
Figure 6. Individual Effects of Past Outcome Experience and Subsequent Choice Behavior
(A) No-reward evoked response of an ACC neuron example showing a clear modulation between next-stay and next-shift trials (right) but no clear modulation
between the past-unrewarded and past-rewarded conditions (left).
(B) No-reward evoked response of another ACC neuron example showing a clear modulation between the past-unrewarded and past-rewarded conditions (left)
but no clear modulation between next-stay and next-shift trials (right).
(C) Regression coefficients for the outcome in the previous trial (ordinate) and the choice behavior in the next trial (abscissa) for negative-outcome LHb neurons
(n = 49; left), negative-outcome ACC neurons (n = 98; middle), and positive-outcome ACC neurons (n = 75; right). Purple and orange dots indicate neurons
showing a significant regression coefficient for the outcome in the previous trial and the choice behavior in the next trial, respectively (p < 0.05). Cyan dots indicate
neurons showing significance for both. White dots indicate neurons with no significance. Numbers in the scatterplot indicate the regression coefficients of the
neurons shown in (A) and (B).exact test). We then compared the proportion of neurons in the
dorsal and ventral ACC that showed a significant effect of a single
past outcome in the previous trial (see Effect of Past Outcome on
No-Reward Evoked Response for details of the analysis) (Fig-
ure 7B) and the proportion of neurons in the two regions that
showed a significant effect of negative outcome repetition in
past trials (see Effect of Negative Outcome Repetition in Past Tri-
als on No-Reward Evoked Response for details of the analysis)
(Figure 7C). Neither of theseproportionswas significantly different
between thedorsal and theventralACC(singlepastoutcome:dor-
sal ACC: 24/112, 21%; ventral ACC: 16/61, 26%; p = 0.57; nega-
tive outcome repetition: dorsal ACC: 27/112, 24%; ventral ACC:
12/61, 20%; p = 0.57; Fisher’s exact test). Thus, we found no sig-
nificant difference between the dorsal and the ventral ACC with
respect to monitoring ongoing outcome (Figure 7A) or storing
past outcome information (Figures 7B and 7C).
Notably, on the other hand, we found a significant difference in
the roles of the dorsal and ventral ACC in subsequent choice
behavior. We compared the proportion of neurons in the dorsaland ventral ACC that signaled whether the monkey would shift
the current choice or stay with the current choice in the next trial
(see No-Reward Evoked Response Predicts Subsequent Choice
Behavior for details of the analysis) (Figure 7D). A significantly
larger proportion of dorsal ACC neurons (24/112, 21%) than
ventral ACC neurons (5/61, 8%) signaled the monkey’s subse-
quent choice behavior (p < 0.05, Fisher’s exact test). Moreover,
the proportion was significantly larger than expected by chance,
calculated by Monte Carlo analysis, in the dorsal ACC (p < 0.01)
but not in the ventral ACC (p = 0.29). These results suggest that,
although the two subdivisions of the ACC are equally involved in
accumulating past outcome experiences, the dorsal ACC con-
tributes more largely to the adjustment of subsequent choice
behavior than the ventral ACC.
DISCUSSION
The present study compared the roles of the LHb and ACC in
behavioral adjustment after negative outcome experiences. WeNeuron 88, 792–804, November 18, 2015 ª2015 Elsevier Inc. 799
Figure 7. Comparison between the Dorsal and Ventral ACC
(A) Proportions of negative-outcome-type neurons (red), positive-outcome-type neurons (blue), and neuronswith no significantmodulation by the outcomes (n.s.;
gray) in the dorsal (left) and ventral ACC (right).
(B–D) Percentage of neurons showing a significant difference in their no-reward evoked responses between the past-rewarded and past-unrewarded conditions
(p < 0.05, Wilcoxon rank-sum test) (B), percentage of neurons showing a significant correlation between the normalized magnitude of the no-reward evoked
response and the number of no-reward repetitions (p < 0.05) (C), and percentage of neurons showing a significant difference in their no-reward evoked responses
between next-shift and next-stay trials (p < 0.05, Wilcoxon rank-sum test) (D). Dotted lines indicate chance level calculated by Monte Carlo analysis. Double
asterisks above bars indicate a significantly larger proportion than the chance level (p < 0.01). A single asterisk between bars indicates a significant difference
between the proportions (p < 0.05, Fisher’s exact test). n.s., no significance (p > 0.05, Fisher’s exact test).found that, although LHb and ACC neurons both responded to
the negative outcome of a choice, these neurons transmitted
different signals that would be instrumental in adjusting subse-
quent choice behavior in distinct ways.
One of the marked differences between LHb and ACC signals
is the temporal feature of neuronal responses. The no-reward
evoked activation was phasic and time locked to the occurrence
of the negative outcome in the LHb, whereas it was tonic and its
onset timing varied across neurons in the ACC. On average, the
no-reward modulation in the ACC was sustained until the begin-
ning of the next trial. Such sustained neuronal activity is also
observed in other brain regions (Asaad and Eskandar, 2011; Do-
nahue et al., 2013; Hayden et al., 2008; Histed et al., 2009; Ken-
nerley et al., 2011; Kim et al., 2009; Seo and Lee, 2009; Sul et al.,
2010), and has been proposed to influence subsequent choice
behavior by maintaining outcome information during an interval
between trials (Hayden et al., 2008; Histed et al., 2009). Further-
more, the activity of ACC neurons not only maintained the
information about the last outcome but also stored outcome ex-800 Neuron 88, 792–804, November 18, 2015 ª2015 Elsevier Inc.periences from several past trials. Consistent with our finding in
the ACC, Seo and Lee (2007) reported that the activity of neurons
in the dorsal ACC, which at least partly overlaps our recording
sites, was modulated by rewards that had been obtained in
past trials. As seen in our monkeys, animals decide what to
choose by accumulating past outcome experiences. The ACC
would be amajor candidate for the neural mechanism underlying
this accumulation process.
In contrast to the ACC, we found that the activity of LHb neu-
rons was modulated mainly by the outcome in the ongoing trial.
This observation seemingly conflicts with a previous study re-
porting that the activity of LHb neurons was influenced by out-
comes in past trials (Bromberg-Martin et al., 2010). Their study
investigated LHb neuron activity using a visually guided saccade
task, but not a choice task, in which monkeys were simply
required to make an eye movement to a target. In their task, a
reward or no reward was delivered in a pseudorandom order.
For instance, the reward probability in a given trial was higher if
the monkey had not obtained the reward in the previous trial
and was lower if the monkey had obtained the reward in the pre-
vious trial. Therefore, using the information about past out-
comes, the monkey was able to estimate more accurately than
expected by chance whether the reward would occur in a given
trial. In our choice task, on the other hand, the reward was deliv-
ered independent of past outcomes, so that the monkey was
unable to estimate reward delivery using the past outcome infor-
mation. Thus, the modulation of LHb neuron activity reported in
the previous study might reflect the estimation of reward proba-
bility calculated from past outcome experiences but might not
represent the crude information as to whether the monkey had
obtained the reward in past trials.
Another marked difference between LHb and ACC signals is
seen in their relationship with monkeys’ choice behavior. A larger
proportion of ACC neurons signaled whether the monkey would
shift the current choice to the alternative in the next trial, whereas
only a few LHb neurons signaled the subsequent behavioral shift.
Consistent with our finding in the ACC, Shima and Tanji (1998) re-
ported that neurons in the rostral cingulate motor area, which in-
cludes at least a part of our recording sites, were particularly
activated when monkeys voluntarily shifted their choice to an
alternative that would cause a better consequence. They further
reported that pharmacological inactivation thereof impaired the
voluntary shift of choice behavior. In contrast to the ACC, we
found that LHb neurons rarely encoded the signal associated
with subsequent choice behavior. Thus, the LHb is unlikely to
participate in the direct control of behavioral adjustment. How-
ever, manipulation of habenular activity has been shown to alter
behaviors in fishes, rodents, and primates (Agetsuma et al.,
2010; Lecourtier et al., 2004; Matsumoto and Hikosaka, 2011;
Thornton and Bradbury, 1989), possibly through its strong effect
on monoaminergic systems such as dopamine and serotonin
(Amat et al., 2001; Amo et al., 2014; Lammel et al., 2012; Li
et al., 2011). It is therefore conceivable that the LHb indirectly in-
fluences behavioral adjustment throughmonoaminergic circuits.
This issue is further discussed below.
Instead of storing past outcome experiences or signaling
behavioral adjustment, LHb neurons exhibited a phasic and
shorter-latency activation that was time locked to the onset of
the negative outcome. Such a phasic response would be suit-
able to quickly detect the negative outcome in the ongoing trial.
Given the fact that the LHb sends direct and indirect projections
to regions of midbrain dopamine neurons (Herkenham and
Nauta, 1979; Jhou et al., 2009b; Omelchenko et al., 2009) that
in turn project to the ACC (Miller et al., 2009; Williams and Gold-
man-Rakic, 1998), LHb neurons might transmit their signals to
the ACC as a source of the outcome information accumulated
across trials. In favor of this hypothesis, the dopamine neurons
mediating the LHb-ACC circuit also encode signals associated
with negative outcomes; these neurons are inhibited by both
reward omission and aversive stimulation (Matsumoto and Hiko-
saka, 2009b). Such an inhibitory dopaminergic signal is at
least partly caused by inputs from the LHb (Matsumoto and Hi-
kosaka, 2007) via another relay nucleus, called the rostromedial
tegmental nucleus (Hong et al., 2011; Jhou et al., 2009a). In turn,
the inhibitory dopaminergic signal has long been proposed to
disinhibit ACC neurons via mesocortical dopaminergic projec-
tions, which thereby produces ACC activation associated withnegative outcomes (Holroyd and Coles, 2002). Indeed, pharma-
cological blockade of dopaminergic transmission reduces the
event-related potential evoked by a negative outcome in the
ACC (Vezoli and Procyk, 2009). Together with this literature,
our findings might suggest the possibility that the LHb provides
the ACC with the information about the ongoing negative
outcome via dopamine neurons, and that the ACC stores this
outcome information through trials and adjusts subsequent
choice behavior using the accumulated outcome information.
It should be mentioned here that, although we found sub-
stantial differences between LHb and ACC signals, these differ-
ences were significant only for the negative-outcome-type
neurons in the ACC. Compared with LHb neurons, a signifi-
cantly larger proportion of the negative-outcome ACC neurons,
but not the positive-outcome ACC neurons, signaled past
outcome information and subsequent choice behavior. The
reason we observed the significant differences only for the
negative-outcome ACC neurons remains unclear. However,
the negative-outcome-type neurons were defined as neurons
that were more strongly activated by the negative outcome
than by the positive outcome, suggesting that these neurons
preferentially signaled information about the negative outcome.
Thus, the negative-outcome-type neurons might play more
crucial roles in the behavioral adjustment that was associated
with the negative outcome.
As described above, LHb and ACC neurons transmitted
different signals that would be instrumental in adjusting subse-
quent choice behavior in distinct ways. In addition, we also found
a notable difference between the subdivisions of the ACC.
Although neurons in both the dorsal and the ventral ACC were
equally involved in accumulating past outcome experiences, a
larger proportion of dorsal ACC neurons than ventral ACC neu-
rons signaled whether the monkey would shift the current choice
or stay with the current choice in the next trial. Previous studies
have reported that these subdivisions are structurally and func-
tionally differentiated (Bush et al., 2000; Paus, 2001). For
instance, Cai and Padoa-Schioppa (2012) recorded single-unit
activity from the dorsal and ventral ACC while monkeys were
performing an economic choice task. The monkey was required
to choose one of two options (i.e., to make a saccade to one of
two saccadic targets) that were associated with different values
of reward. They found that, although neurons in both the dorsal
and ventral ACC encoded the subjective value of the chosen
reward, neuronal activity in the dorsal ACC alone was influenced
by saccade direction. Thus, neurons in the dorsal ACC repre-
sented both the chosen outcome and the movement signals.
They proposed that the dorsal ACC constitutes a gateway
through which the choice system (or the outcome monitoring
system) informs motor systems. This idea seems consistent
with our findings that neurons in the dorsal ACC not only
accumulated past outcome experiences but also signaled
whether the monkey would take a shift or stay strategy in the
next trial. Taken together, these studies suggest that the dorsal
ACC, but not the ventral ACC, may play a crucial role in trans-
forming past and current outcome information into future choice
commands. Since we found that different subgroups of dorsal
ACC neurons signaled past outcome experiences and subse-
quent choice behavior, the transformation process might beNeuron 88, 792–804, November 18, 2015 ª2015 Elsevier Inc. 801
implemented through the local circuit connecting these two
subgroups.
Althoughwe have so far focused on the LHb and ACC, another
brain structure, the posterior cingulate cortex (PCC), has also
recently attracted attention for its significant contribution to
outcome monitoring and behavioral adjustment (Hayden et al.,
2008). As we found in the ACC, Hayden et al. (2008) reported
that neurons in the PCC represented outcome experiences in
several past trials and predicted subsequent behavioral adjust-
ment. By electrically stimulating the PCC, they also found that
monkeys often shifted their previous choice to an alternative in
the next choice trial. Since the PCC has a strong reciprocal
connection with the ACC (Kobayashi and Amaral, 2003), these
cortical areas can communicate with each other. However,
how they cooperate to achieve monitoring and adjustment re-
mains unclear. Furthermore, many other brain structures have
also been identified as participating in outcome monitoring
and/or behavioral adjustment, such as the supplementary eye
field (Stuphorn et al., 2000) and the orbitofrontal cortex (O’Doh-
erty et al., 2001; Schoenbaum et al., 1998). In order to under-
stand how the brain adjusts behavior through past negative
experiences, future studies are called for to determine what sig-
nals are shared and what roles are divided between these brain
structures.
In summary, we found that, although both the LHb and the
ACC represent signals associated with negative outcome, these
brain structures contribute to behavioral adjustment in different
ways. Our results suggest that the LHb is suitable to quickly
detect the negative outcome in the ongoing trial, whereas the
ACC more largely contributes to accumulating past negative ex-
periences and signaling subsequent behavioral adjustment.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
Animals
We used two adult macaque monkeys, monkey A (Macaca fuscata, male,
10.0 kg) and monkey E (Macaca mulatta, male, 9.5 kg), for the present exper-
iments. All procedures for animal care and experimentation were approved by
the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee of the Primate Research
Institute, Kyoto University (permission number 2010-080) and the University
of Tsukuba Animal Experiment Committee (permission number 12-415).
Behavioral Task
Behavioral task events were controlled by TEMPO system (Reflective
Computing). The monkeys sat in a primate chair facing a frontoparallel com-
putermonitor in a sound-attenuated and electrically shielded room. Eyemove-
ments were monitored using an infrared eye-tracking system (EYE-TRAC 6;
Applied Science Laboratories) by sampling at 240 Hz.
The monkeys performed a reversal learning task (Figure 1A). Each trial
began with the appearance of a central fixation point (0.5 diameter) and the
animal was required to fixate the point. After 750 ms of fixation, the fixation
point disappeared and two saccadic targets were presented on the left and
right sides of the point (0.5 diameter, 8 eccentricity). The monkey was
required to choose one of the targets with a saccade within 1,000 ms. After
the saccade, the targets were kept on for 750 ms, during which the monkey
had to keep fixating the chosen target. The completion of each choice (i.e.,
saccade and following fixation) was signaled by a tone (1-kHz frequency).
Choosing one target was followed by a liquid reward with 50% probability,
whereas choosing the other target was not followed by the reward. The reward
was delivered simultaneously with the tone. The reward-position contingency
was fixed within a block of trials (20–30 trials for monkey A, 20–40 trials for
monkey E), andwas reversed in the next blockwithout any external instruction.802 Neuron 88, 792–804, November 18, 2015 ª2015 Elsevier Inc.The probability of the contingency reversal was uniform in 20–30 trials in mon-
key A and 20–40 trials in monkey E.
Electrophysiology
Aplastic head holder and recording chamber were fixed to the skull under gen-
eral anesthesia and sterile surgical conditions. The recording chamber was
placed over the midline of the frontoparietal lobes to be aimed at the LHb
and ACC. The head holder and the recording chamber were embedded in
dental acrylic resin that covered the top of the skull and were connected to
the skull with plastic screws.
Single-unit recordings were performed using tungsten electrodes with an
impedance of 0.5–2.5 MU (Frederick Haer). The electrode was introduced
into the brain through a stainless steel guide tube using an oil-driven microma-
nipulator (MO-97-S; Narishige). The recording sites were determined using a
grid system, which allowed recordings every 1 mm between penetrations.
For finer mapping of neurons, we also used a complementary grid that allowed
electrode penetrations between the holes of the original grid.
Electrophysiological signals were amplified, band pass filtered (100 Hz to 8
kHz; RZ5; Tucker-Davis Technologies), and stored in a computer at a sampling
rate of 24.4 kHz. Single-unit potentials were isolated online using a window
discrimination software (OpenEx; Tucker-Davis Technologies).
Data Analysis
To analyze neuronal activity, we combined data from the two monkeys
because they were qualitatively identical for our major findings. We focused
on the modulation of the neuronal discharge rate evoked by the positive and
negative outcomes (i.e., reward and no reward). To analyze the modulation,
we calculated the discharge rate of LHb neurons during 150–600 ms after
the onset of the positive (reward and tone) and negative outcomes (tone
only) and that of ACC neurons during 250–1,250 ms after the onset. These
timewindowswere determined on the basis of the averaged activities (see Fig-
ure 2C, bottom). We compared the discharge rate of each neuron between
rewarded and unrewarded trials. Neurons showing a significantly stronger
activation in unrewarded trials were classified as ‘‘negative-outcome type,’’
whereas those showing a significantly stronger activation in rewarded trials
were classified as ‘‘positive-outcome type’’ (p < 0.05, Wilcoxon rank-sum
test) (Figure 2B). To evaluate the effects of past outcome experiences (Figures
3 and 4) and subsequent choice behavior (Figure 5) on the no-reward evoked
response of each neuron, we used the discharge rate during the same time
window.
The peristimulus time histograms (bin width, 10ms) were smoothed by aver-
aging across a 60-ms sliding window with a 10-ms step.
To visualize the time course of the neuronal modulation by the outcomes for
each neuron, we calculated the ROC value for discriminating the discharge
rate between rewarded and unrewarded trials using a 200-ms test window
sliding with a 10-ms step (Figure 2C, top). Using the sliding ROC value, we
further calculated the duration of the neuronal modulation for each neuron.
We first determined the maximum peak of the sliding ROC value. The duration
of the neuronal modulation was determined as the width at the half-height of
the peak.
The latency of the neuronal modulation by the outcomes was determined,
for each neuron, by comparing the discharge rate between rewarded and un-
rewarded trials. We performed the comparison by Wilcoxon rank-sum test us-
ing a 100-ms test window sliding with a 1-ms step. The latency was taken as
the midpoint of the first of 20 consecutive test windows, if the first and at least
19 of the 20 windows showed a significant difference (p < 0.05, Wilcoxon rank-
sum test).
We performed a Monte Carlo analysis to test whether the proportion of neu-
rons showing a significant effect of a single past outcome in the previous trial
(Figures 3C and 7B), the proportion of neurons showing a significant effect of
no-reward repetition in past trials (Figures 4D and 7C), and the proportion of
neurons showing a significant effect of subsequent choice behavior (Figures
5C and 7D)were larger than expected by chance. For each neuron, we shuffled
the firing rate of each trial and assigned it to another trial at random to form a
new dataset. The new datasets of all neurons were combined, and the propor-
tion of neurons showing a significant effect was calculated. We repeated
such shuffling and calculation 1,000 times and obtained the chance-level
distribution of the proportion. We compared the original proportion of signifi-
cant neurons with this distribution.
In order to evaluate the effects of outcomes (i.e., reward or no reward) in
past trials and the choice behavior (i.e., stay or shift) in the next trial on the
no-reward evoked response of each neuron, we conducted a multiple
regression analysis (Bayer and Glimcher, 2005; Hayden et al., 2008). This
analysis provided a set of weights (b values) representing the magnitudes
of the effects of the past outcomes and subsequent choice behavior in the
following form:
Fi = b0 + bi + 1Ci +1 + bi1Ri1Ci1 + bi2Ri2Ci2 +.+ bi5Ri5Ci5;
where Fi indicates the z-scored discharge rate of each neuron in the response
to the no-reward outcome in the ith trial calculated using the time window
described above; Ri indicates the past outcome in the i
th trial and is set to 1
or 1 for reward and no reward, respectively; and Ci indicates the choice
behavior in the ith trial and is set to 1 or 1 for choosing the same target
(stay) and changing the choice to the alternative (shift), respectively.
Histology
At the end of the recording session in monkey A, we selected representative
locations of electrode penetration into the LHb and ACC andmade electrolytic
microlesions at each recording site (12 mA and 35 s). Then monkey A was
deeply anesthetized with pentobarbital sodium and perfused with 10% form-
aldehyde. The brain was blocked and equilibrated with 30% sucrose. Frozen
sections were cut every 60 mm in the coronal plane. The sections were stained
with cresyl violet.
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